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Abstract
This paper proposes two new outlier detection methods, which are useful for identifying
different types of outliers in (big) functional data sets. The proposed methods are im-
provements to an existing method called Massive Unsupervised Outlier Detection (MUOD).
MUOD identifies different types of outliers by computing for each curve three indices, all
based on the simple concepts of linear correlation and regression, which measure outlying-
ness in terms of shape, magnitude and amplitude relative to the other curves. To improve the
performance of MUOD, we present ‘Semifast-MUOD’, which uses a sample of the observa-
tions in the computation of the indices, and ‘Fast-MUOD’, a fast implementation which uses
the component-wise median in the computation of the indices. The classical boxplot is used
to separate the indices of the outliers from those of the typical observations. Performance
evaluation of the proposed improvements using real and simulated data show significant
improvements compared to MUOD, both in outlier detection and computational time. Fur-
ther comparisons with some recent outlier detection methods for functional data also show
superior or comparable outlier detection accuracy.
Keywords: Outlier detection, MUOD, Semifast-MUOD, Fast-MUOD
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1 Introduction
In a data set, it is common practise to identify outliers before conducting statistical analyses. Out-
liers are of interest because they could significantly affect the results of the analyses. Furthermore,
an outlier, rather than being due to a measurement error, could be due to some interesting changes
or behaviour in the data generating process, and it is often of interest to investigate such changes.
Technological advances in the last decades have allowed the observation of random samples that
are composed of curves. In these cases, it is natural to assume that the observations have been
generated by a stochastic function, and therefore, such data can be treated as observed functions.
The area of statistics dealing with this kind of data is known as functional data analysis (FDA),
and overviews of various statistical methods for analysing functional data can be found in Ramsay
and Silverman (2005), Ferraty and Vieu (2006), and Cuevas (2014), among others.
In FDA, the problem of identifying outliers becomes even more difficult because of the nature of
functional data sets. Observations are realizations of functions over an interval, and thus outlying
observations could have extreme values in a part of the interval or all through the interval. These
(outlying) functional observations could exhibit different properties which make them anomalous.
These include being significantly shifted from the rest of the data, or having a shape that on the
average is different from the rest of the data. Hubert et al. (2015) defined the former as magnitude
outliers and the latter as shape outliers. In addition, they defined amplitude outliers as curves or
functions which may have the same shape as the mass of the data but with different amplitude.
Consequently, it is desirable to be able to identify all these types of outliers. However, most of
the functional outlier detection methods are specialized, in the sense that they are well suited
to identifying outliers of a certain type. (E.g outliergram (Arribas-Gil and Romo 2014) is well
suited for identifying shape outliers, while functional boxplot (Sun and Genton 2011) is suited
for identifying magnitude outliers.) While some of the functional outlier detection methods are
sensitive to different types of outliers, they do not automatically provide information on the type
of outliers, and consequently it might be difficult to decipher why a particular curve was flagged
as an outlier, especially when the data set is large. (E.g with MS-plot (Dai and Genton 2018)
and Functional Outlier Map (Rousseeuw et al. 2018), a manual inspection of a plot is necessary
to know the nature of an outlier) Furthermore, some methods do not scale to huge data sets,
which poses a challenge with the huge amounts of data that increased technological advancements
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generate.
Azcorra et al. (2018) have proposed a method (called Massive Unsupervised Outlier Detection,
MUOD for short) for detecting outlying curves in functional data sets. MUOD is unsupervised
in that it automatically detects magnitude, shape, and amplitude outliers. This work builds on
MUOD by proposing improvements to further increase scalability and outlier detection perfor-
mance. In Section 2, we provide a brief overview of MUOD. In Section 3, we present the proposed
improvements; followed by performance evaluation with some simulation studies and real life data
sets in Sections 4 and 5 respectively. We provide some concluding remarks in Section 6.
2 The MUOD Method
In this section, we present a brief primer on MUOD and how it works, as described in the sup-
plementary material of Azcorra et al. (2018). MUOD identifies outliers by computing for each
observation or curve the indices, namely shape, magnitude and amplitude index. These indices
measure how outlying each observation is as regards its shape, magnitude and amplitude compared
to the other observations. Now we present the definition of these indices as defined in Azcorra
et al. (2018).
Let Y = {Y1, Y2, . . . Yn} be a functional data set where each Yi ∈ Y is an intrinsically infinite
dimensional function that has been observed on a set of d equidistant domain points; we make
this assumption throughout the rest of this work. The shape index of Yi with respect to Y , which
we will denote by IS(Yi, Y ), is given by:
IS(Yi, Y ) =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
j=1
ρˆ(Yi, Yj)− 1
∣∣∣∣∣ , (1)
where ρˆ(Yi, Yj) is the estimated Pearson correlation coefficient between Yi and Yj, given by
ρˆ(Yi, Yj) =
Cov(Yi, Yj)
sYisYj
, sYi , sYj 6= 0
The correlation coefficient is responsible for capturing the similarity between each pair (Yi, Yj)
in terms of shape. The intuition behind IS is that: if a curve Yi is similar in shape to other curves
in the data set Y , then the correlation between the d observed points of Yi and those of any other
similar Yj will be close to 1. Also, the average of the correlations between all possible n pairs (Yi,
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Yj) for j = 1 . . . n will be close to 1. Consequently, subtracting this average of correlations from 1
ensures that Yi has a very small index since it is very similar in shape to other curves in Y . The
converse works also: if Yi is a curve that is very different in shape to other curves in Y , the average
of correlations between all possible n pairs (Yi, Yj) is close to 0. Consequently, subtracting from 1
ensures Yi has a large index in this case. The conditions sYi 6= 0 and sYj 6= 0 can easily be broken
if any of the curves Yi or Yj is a straight line. To avoid this, we ignore any curve Yi in the data
set with sYi = 0 before computing the indices.
To illustrate the MUOD shape index, we generate 90 non-outlying curves from the model
Y (t) = a1 sin(t) + a2 cos(t), (2)
where t ∈ T , with T made up of d = 50 discrete set of equidistant domain points between 0 and
2pi, and both a1 and a2 generated from independent uniform random variables between 0.75 and
1.25. Moreover, we generate 10 shape outliers using the following different model:
Y (t) = b1 sin(t) + b2 cos(t) + (t), (3)
where each (t) is drawn from a normal random variable with µ = 0 and σ2 = 1/4, and both b1
and b2 are independent uniform random variables between 0.75 and 1.75. The simulated data set
is shown in Figure 1 (left) with the associated sorted MUOD shape indices (right). Clearly, the
indices for the shape outliers (in orange) are much larger than those of the indices for the normal
observations (in gray).
The magnitude and amplitude indices of an observation Yi ∈ Y are based on the intercept
and slope of a simple linear regression between the d observed points of all possible pairs (Yi, Yj)
for j = 1, . . . , n. Let αˆj and βˆj be the estimated coefficients (intercept and slope) of the linear
regression between Yi and any other Yj, with the observed points of the function Yj being the
independent variable and the observed points of the function Yi being the the dependent variable.
Then the magnitude index IM(Yi, Y ) of Yi is given by:
IM(Yi, Y ) =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
j=1
αˆj
∣∣∣∣∣ , (4)
and the amplitude index IA(Yi, Y ) of Yi is given by:
IA(Yi, Y ) =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
j=1
βˆj − 1
∣∣∣∣∣ , (5)
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Figure 1: Left: simulated data set using Equation (2) (90 curves, in gray) and Equation (3) (10
curves, in orange). Right: associated sorted MUOD shape indices.
where
βˆj =
Cov(Yi, Yj)
Var(Yj )
, Var(Yj ) 6= 0,
and
αˆj = x¯i − βˆjx¯j.
The intuition behind the magnitude index is similar to that of the shape index. If Yi ∈ Y
is a magnitude outlier, and Yj ∈ Y , is any other curve that is not a magnitude outlier, then a
linear regression between the d observed points of Yi on those of Yj will produce a reasonably large
estimated intercept coefficient αˆj compared to if both Yi and Yj were typical observations in terms
of magnitude. Consequently, the average of these αˆj over all the possible n pairs (Yi, Yj), j =
1, . . . n, for a magnitude outlier Yi, is very large compared to if Yi was not an outlying observation.
To illustrate this, we generate 99 observations using Equation (2) and a single magnitude outlier
from the model in Equation (6) below:
Y (t) = a1 sin(t) + a2 cos(t) + 1 (6)
In the first row of Figure 2, we show the simulated data set (left) and the estimated linear
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regression model between a randomly selected normal curve and the unique (magnitude) outlying
function; together with the value of the estimated intercept (right). In the second row of Figure 2,
we show the same simulated data set (left) and the estimated linear regression model between two
randomly selected normal curves (right). A comparison the estimated intercepts (of the former
and the latter pairs of functions) shows that the estimated intercept for “normal-outlier” pair of
curves is much larger than that of the “normal-normal” pair of curves. Finally, in the third row
of Figure 2, we show another simulated data set (left) where normal observations are generated
using Equation (2) with a random number of magnitude outliers generated using Equation (7):
Y (t) = a1 sin(t) + a2 cos(t) + k, (7)
where k takes either −1 or 1 with equal probability, and it controls whether an outlier is higher
or lower in magnitude than the typical observations. On the right of the third row of Figure 2, we
show the sorted MUOD magnitude indices. All the magnitude outliers (low, in blue, and high, in
orange) have significantly larger indices than the typical observations.
The intuition behind the amplitude index follows similarly. Unlike the magnitude index which
uses the intercept term, the amplitude index uses the slope term. If Yi ∈ Y is an amplitude outlier,
and Yj ∈ Y , is any other function that is not an amplitude outlier, then a linear regression between
the d observed points of Yi on those of Yj will produce a reasonably large estimated slope coefficient
βˆj compared to if both Yi and Yj were typical observations in terms of amplitude. Specifically,
if both Yi and Yj are similar curves (in amplitude), increasing and decreasing in amplitude at a
similar rate, then the linear regression between their d observed points will produce an estimated
slope coefficient βˆj close to 1. Consequently, for Yi a typical observation, the average of these βˆj
over all the possible n pairs (Yi, Yj) for j = 1, . . . , n will be close to 1 and subtracting the average
of these βˆj from 1 ensures that Yi has a very low amplitude index IA(Yi, Y ), since it is a typical
observation in amplitude to most of the data. We illustrate this in Figure 3, which resembles
Figure 2, but with amplitude outliers, which we generate using the model in Equation 8:
Y (t) = c1 sin(t) + c2 cos(t) (8)
where c1 and c2 are independent uniform random variables between 1.7 and 2.0 for higher amplitude
outliers; and between 0.2 and 0.4 for lower amplitude outliers.
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Figure 2: First Row Left: simulated data using Equation (2) (99 curves, 98 in gray, 1 in green)
and Equation (7) (1 curve, in orange). First Row Right: estimated linear regression model of
the orange curve on the green curve. Second Row Left: same as First Row Left, highlighting
two normal curves (green). Second Row Right: estimated linear regression model between the
green curves. Third Low Left: Simulated data set using Equation (2) for normal curves (in gray)
and Equation (7) for outliers (in blue and orange). Third Row Right: associated sorted MUOD
magnitude indices. 7
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Figure 3: First Row Left: simulated data using Equation (2) (99 curves, 98 in gray, 1 in green)
and Equation (8) (1 curve, in orange). First Row Right: estimated linear regression model of the
orange curve on the green curve. Second Row Left: as First Row Left, highlighting two normal
curves in green. Second Row Right: estimated linear regression model between the green curves.
Third Row Left: Simulated data set using Equation (2) for normal curves (in gray) and Equation
(8) for outliers (in blue and orange). Third Row Right: associated sorted MUOD amplitude
indices.
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From Figure 3, the estimated slope coefficient between the amplitude outlier (in orange) and
the typical observation (in green) is βˆj = 1.855 (top row), while the estimated slope coefficient
between the two typical observations is βˆj = 0.979 (second row). Moreover, the sorted MUOD
amplitude indices of the amplitude outliers are much higher than those of the typical observations
(third row).
After obtaining the MUOD indices as defined, the next step in outlier detection is to differen-
tiate the indices of the outliers from the indices of the typical observations. Azcorra et al. (2018)
proposed two heuristic methods to perform this task. The first involves approximating the sorted
indices with a curve and searching for a cutoff point on the curve where the first derivative of such
point fulfills a certain condition (e.g., a point on the curve with first derivative greater than 2).
The other method, named ‘tangent method ’, is different from the first one because it first searches
for the line tangent to the last (or maximum) index and then it uses as threshold the point at
which the tangent intercepts the x-axis. These methods are particularly prone to detect normal
observations as outliers. Furthermore, there is no statistical motivation behind these two proposed
heuristic methods since they were mainly used as a quick support for identifying outliers in the
real data application in Azcorra et al. (2018) (see Section 5.1 for more details). As part of our
proposed improvements, we use a classical boxplot for separating the indices of the outliers from
those of the typical curves.
3 Improvements to the MUOD Method
We discuss the proposed improvements to MUOD in this section. First we propose Semifast-
MUOD and Fast-MUOD, and then the use of the classical boxplot for identifying a cutoff for the
indices. We also describe their implementations.
3.1 Semifast-MUOD
Due to the way MUOD indices are defined, MUOD is computationally intensive and by design the
time complexity for MUOD to compute its three indices is in the order of Θ(n2d). This is because
the three indices of each of the n functional observations are computed by using all the n observa-
tions in the data. To reduce computational time, we propose to use a sample of the observations
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in the computation of the three indices. We pick a random sample (without replacement) of size
nV , V = {X1, X2, . . . , XnV } from Y based on an appropriate sample proportion p ∈ (0, 1]. Then,
for each observation Yi ∈ Y , the three indices for Yi are computed using the nV observations in
V ⊆ Y rather than the n observations of Y . Formally, the shape index of any Yi ∈ Y , denoted by
IS(Yi, V ) and computed based on V , is given by:
IS(Yi, V ) =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1nV
nV∑
j=1
ρˆ(Yi, Xj)− 1
∣∣∣∣∣ , (9)
where ρˆ(Yi, Xj) still remains the estimated Pearson correlation coefficient between Yi and Xj for
i = 1. . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , nV . Likewise, the new magnitude and amplitude indices, IM(Yi, V )
and IA(Yi, V ), are computed based on the sample V in a similar manner, and they are given by:
IM(Yi, V ) =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1nV
nV∑
j=1
αˆj
∣∣∣∣∣ , (10)
and
IA(Yi, V ) =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1nV
nV∑
j=1
βˆj − 1
∣∣∣∣∣ , (11)
where
βˆj =
Cov(Yi, Xj)
V ar(Xj)
, V ar(Xj) 6= 0
and
αˆj = Y¯i − βˆjX¯j.
Semifast-MUOD has the advantage of reducing computational time since only a subset of the
functional data is used in computing the indices. Obviously, the gains in computational time is
dependent on the sample size nV , which is in turn dependent on the sample proportion p. Thus,
the time complexity is reduced to an order of Θ(pn2d).
3.2 Fast-MUOD
To further reduce the computational time, we propose to use only the component wise median in
the computation of the indices. Let Y˜ be the component-wise median of the observations in Y .
Then, the three indices of any Yi ∈ Y can be computed based on Y˜ only. Thus, the shape index
of Yi is given by
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IS(Yi, Y˜ ) =
∣∣∣ρˆ(Yi, Y˜ )− 1∣∣∣ . (12)
Likewise, the amplitude and magnitude indices of Yi are given by
IA(Yi, Y˜ ) =
∣∣∣βˆi − 1∣∣∣ (13)
IM(Yi, Y˜ ) = |αˆi| (14)
where
βˆi =
Cov(Yi, Y˜ )
V ar(Y˜ )
, V ar(Y˜ ) 6= 0,
and
αˆi = Y¯i − βˆj ¯˜Y
This variant of MUOD is highly scalable since the time complexity has been reduced to an order
of Θ(nd). Even though any type of median could be used in computing the indices for the
Fast-MUOD, we decided to use the component-wise median because of its simplicity and outlier
detection performance. For instance, the use of the L1 median in computing the indices does not
show any significant gains in outliers detection performance in our simulation tests, despite being
more computationally expensive. For more details about the computation of the L1 median, see
Fritz et al. (2012).
3.3 MUOD Indices Cutoff
After obtaining the indices (using either MUOD, Fast-MUOD, or Semifast-MUOD), the next step
in outlier detection is to determine a cutoff value for separating the outliers from the typical
observations. The theoretical distribution of these indices is unknown but simulations show that
the distribution of these indices are right skewed and that the indices of the outliers appear on the
right tail. Hence a good cutoff method should be able to find a reasonable threshold in the right
tails. We propose to use a classical boxplot on the indices. Hence, we declare Yi a shape outlier
if IS(Yi, Y ) ≥ Q3IS + 1.5 × IQRIS where Q3IS and IQRIS are the third quartile and the inter-
quartile range of IS respectively. The same rule is used for identifying magnitude and amplitude
outliers using IM and IA. The identified outliers of each type are then returned (together with their
type(s)), to give a clue why they were flagged as outliers. The results of the subsequent simulations
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and applications in this paper are obtained using this cutoff method for MUOD, Semifast-MUOD,
and Fast-MUOD.
3.4 Implementation
MUOD was implemented in R, (R Core Team 2019) with some of the computational intensive
parts of the algorithm written in C++ using the Rcpp package (Eddelbuettel and Franc¸ois 2011).
Fast-MUOD and Semifast-MUOD follow the same implementation. We provide an overview into
the implementation of both methods in this section. For Semifast-MUOD, IA(Y, V ), IS(Y, V ),
and IM(Y, V ), are computed using Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes as input the row matrix
MY = [Y1, . . . Yn] built from the observations in Y , with |Yi| = d. Next, we randomly sample from
the columns of MY to create the sample row matrix MV = [X1, . . . , XnV ], the random sample to
use for computing the indices. For the sake of reproducibility, we have included an option to set
seeds in the implementaion of Semifast-MUOD. The rest of the computation follows as outlined in
Algorithm 1. It is noteworthy that the covariance matrix in Line 7 of Algorithm 1 can become quite
large easily. To manage memory, we implemented the computation of the values of this matrix and
the rest of the indices sequentially in C++, so that we do not have to store the covariance matrix
in memory. The implementation for Fast-MUOD is very similar and is outlined in Algorithm 2.
The algorithm takes as input MY and then computes the component-wise median Y˜ ∈ Rd which is
used in the computation of the indices. The operations “colmean(·)”, “colmedian(·)”, “colsd(·)”,
and “colvar(·)” used in both algorithms indicate column-wise mean, median, standard deviation,
and variance operations respectively.
4 Simulation Studies
In this section, we evaluate the proposed methods using some simulation experiments. We evaluate
the gains in scalability of the methods and also consider their outlier detection performance.
4.1 Competing Methods
To assess the outlier detection performance of Semifast-MUOD and Fast-MUOD, we compare them
with the following recent outlier detection methods in the functional data analysis literature.
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Algorithm 1: SemiFastMUOD(MY )
1 MV = sample(MY , p) : Rd×n → Rd×nV
2 means = colmean(MY ): Rd×n → Rn
3 sds = colsd(MY ): Rd×n → Rn
4 refmean = colmean(MV ): Rd×nV → RnV
5 refvar = colvar(MV ): Rd×nV → RnV
6 refsds = colsd(MV ): Rd×nV → RnV
7 cov = covariance(MV , MY ): Rd×nV × Rd×n → RnV ×n
8 cor = cov/refsds/sds : RnV ×n × RnV × Rn → RnV ×n
9 IS(Y, V ) = |colmean(cor)− 1| : RnV ×n → Rn
10 β = cov/refvar : RnV ×n × RnV → RnV ×n
11 IA(Y, V ) = |colmean(β)− 1| : RnV ×n → Rn
12 βx = β × refmean: RnV ×n × RnV → RnV ×n
13 α = means− βx : RnV ×n × Rn → RnV ×n
14 IM(Y, V ) = |colmean(α)| : RnV ×n → Rn
15 Return IA(Y, V ), IM(Y, V ), IS(Y, V )
1. Functional Boxplot: Proposed by Sun and Genton (2011), this method uses the modified
band depth (MBD) of the sample curves to order the curves from the most central or
deepest curve (or simply the median curve) to the most outlying or shallow curve. Then, a
50% central region and the maximum non-outlying envelope are defined with the maximum
non-outlying envelope being 1.5 times the central region, analogous to a classical boxplot.
Curves lying partially or totally outside the maximum non-outlying envelope are flagged as
outliers.
2. Outliergram: Proposed by Arribas-Gil and Romo (2014), this visualization and outlier de-
tection method for functional data mainly targets shape outliers, and it uses a scatter plot
of the MBD against the modified epigraph index (MEI). Outliers are identified by using a
boxplot to find the most distant points that lie below the parabola generated by the plot
of (MEI, MBD). An adjusted version was also proposed to reduce the false positive rate of
the cutoff point of the method. However, we used the non-adjusted version in our study,
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Algorithm 2: FastMUOD(MY )
1 X˜ = colmedian(MY ): Rd×n → Rd
2 means = colmean(MY ): Rd×n → Rn
3 sds = colsd(MY ): Rd×n → Rn
4 refmean = mean(X˜): Rd → R
5 refvar = var(X˜): Rd → R
6 refsds = sd(X˜): Rd → R
7 cov = covariance(X˜, MY ): Rd × Rd×n → Rn
8 cor = cov/refsds/sds : Rn × R× Rn× → Rn
9 IS(Y, X˜) = |cor− 1| : Rn → Rn
10 β = cov/refvar : Rn × R→ Rn
11 IA(Y, X˜) = |β − 1| : Rn → Rn
12 βx = β × refmean: Rn × R→ Rn
13 α = means− β · x : Rn × Rn → Rn
14 IM(Y, X˜) = |α| : Rn → Rn
15 Return IA(Y, X˜), IM(Y, X˜), IS(Y, X˜)
since their performances are quite similar. Additionally, outliergram uses functional boxplot
to detect magnitude outliers. We have considered only the outliers detected by outliergram
itself and ignored the outliers suggested by functional boxplot, even though the implemen-
tation of outliergram outputs both results. This is because we are considering functional
boxplot as a standalone method in our study. Consequently, we are aware that results of
outliergram on simulation models that generate magnitude outliers might be poor.
3. Magnitude-Shape (MS) Plot: Based on a directional outlyingness for multivariate functional
data proposed by Dai and Genton (2019), this multivariate functional data visualization and
outlier detection method is based on the decomposition of “total directional outlyingness” of
curves into “magnitude outlyingness” (represented by the “mean directional outlyingness”,
MO) and “shape outlyingness” (represented by the “variation of directional outlyingness”,
VO). The MS-plot is then the scatter plot of (MO,VO)T. Outlying curves are identified
by computing the squared robust Mahalanobis distance of (MO,VO)T, and approximating
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the distribution of these distances using an F distribution according to Hardin and Rocke
(2005). Curves with any robust distance (of its (MO, VO)) greater than a threshold obtained
from the tails of the F distribution are flagged as outliers.
4. Functional Outlier Map (FOM): Proposed by Rousseeuw et al. (2018), a “directional outly-
ingness” (DO) measure is first computed for point-wise data. This measure is then extended
to functional data to get the “functional directional outlyingnees” (fDO), computed at the
grid points of each function’s domain. The variability of the DO values (vDO), is then de-
fined, and the FOM is the scatterplot of (fDO, vDO). To flag observations as outliers, the
“combined functional outlyingness” (CFO), based on fDO and vDO, is computed, trans-
formed to logarithm (LCFO), and standardized in a robust way (SLCFO). Any observation
with SLCFO > Φ−1(.995) is then flagged as an outlier, where Φ(·) is the standard normal
cumulative distribution.
4.2 Simulation Models
We generate curves from five different models with outliers generated from each model’s corre-
sponding contamination model.
• Model 1: Main model X(t) = 4t + e(t); Contamination model X(t) = 4t + 8k + e(t),
where t ∈ [0, 1], e(t) is a Gaussian process with zero mean and covariance function γ(s, t) =
exp{−|t− s|} and k ∈ {−1, 1} with P (k = −1) = P (k = 1) = 0.5.
• Model 2: Main model X(t) = 4t+ e(t); Contamination model X(t) = 4t+ 8kIT≤t≤T+0.05 +
e(t), where t ∈ [0, 1], T is realization of uniform random variable with parameter a = 0.1
and b = 0.9, and I is an indicator function.
• Model 3: Main model X(t) = 30t(1− t)3/2 + e(t); Contamination model X(t) = 30t3/2(1−
t) + e(t), where t ∈ [0, 1], e(t) is a Gaussian process with zero mean and covariance function
γ(s, t) = 0.3 exp{−|s− t|/0.3}.
• Model 4: Main model X(t) = 4t + e1(t); Contamination model X(t) = 4t + e2(t), where
t ∈ [0, 1], e1(t) is a Gaussian process with zero mean and covariance function γ1(s, t) =
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Figure 4: Examples of data set generated by the five considered simulation models (α = 0.10,
n = 100 and d = 50). Outliers are in orange and typical observations in gray.
exp{−|t − s|} and e2(t) is a Gaussian process with zero mean and covariance function
γ2(s, t) = 5 exp{−2|t− s|0.5}.
• Model 5: Main model X(t) = 4t + e(t); Contamination model X(t) = 4t + (−1)u1.8 +
(1/
√
2pi0.01) exp{−(t − µ)2/0.02} + e(t), where t ∈ [0, 1], e(t) is a Gaussian process with
zero mean and covariance function γ(s, t) = exp{−|s− t|}, u follows a Bernoulli distribution
with probability 0.5 and µ is uniformly distributed in [0.25, 0.75].
Simulated data from these models will be a mixture of observations from the main model with
outliers from the contamination model, where number of outliers is determined by the contam-
ination rate alpha α. These models have been used extensively in functional outlier detection
literature, for example Model 3 in Dai and Genton (2018), Arribas-Gil and Romo (2014) and
Febrero et al. (2008); Models 1, 2 and 4 in Dai and Genton (2018) and Model 5 in Arribas-Gil
and Romo (2014) and Sun and Genton (2011). Figure 4 shows a sample of the five models with
α = 0.10, n = 100 and d = 50.
4.3 Simulation Results
The results of our simulation studies can be found in Table 1. For each of the models, we com-
pare MUOD-based methods among them and with their competitors described in Subsection 4.1
looking at outlier detection accuracy and false positive rate. In conducting the tests, we gener-
ate n = 300 curves at d = 50 equidistant points in the interval [0, 1] with contamination rate
α ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2}. We run 400 repetitions for each possible case. Furthermore, we use a sam-
ple proportion of p = 0.5 for Semifast-MUOD so that indices are computed with a sample which
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is half the original size of the data set. The average correct outlier detection rate (pc) and false
detection rate (pf ) for each method and model are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Mean and Standard Deviation (in parentheses) of percentages of correctly and falsely
detected outliers over five simulation models with 400 repetitions for each possible case. Each
simulation is done with n = 300 and d = 50. fast: Fast-MUOD, Semifast: Semifast-MUOD,
muod: MUOD, fbplot: Functional Boxplot, outlgrm: Outliergram, msplot: Magnitude-Shape Plot,
fom: Functional Outlier Map.
Method
Model 1 Model2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5
pc pf pc pf pc pf pc pf pc pf
α = 0
fast - 9.8 (1.6) - 9.9 (1.7) - 8.0 (1.6) - 10.0 (1.6) - 9.8 (1.6)
semifast - 9.6 (1.6) - 9.6 (1.6) - 7.7 (1.5) - 9.7 (1.6) - 9.5 (1.5)
muod - 9.6 (1.5) - 9.5 (1.6) - 7.8 (1.6) - 9.7 (1.6) - 9.5 (1.5)
fbplot - 0.0 (0.0) - 0.0 (0.0) - 0.0 (0.0) - 0.0 (0.0) - 0.0 (0.0)
outlgrm - 4.6 (1.3) - 4.6 (1.3) - 2.3 (0.9) - 4.6 (1.3) - 4.5 (1.2)
msplot - 3.7 (1.6) - 3.6 (1.5) - 1.7 (0.9) - 3.7 (1.6) - 3.7 (1.4)
fom - 0.6 (0.5) - 0.6 (0.5) - 0.6 (0.5) - 0.5 (0.5) - 0.6 (0.6)
α = 0.1
fast 100 (0.0) 9.1 (1.7) 99.8 (1.0) 6.1 (1.4) 100 (0.0) 3.1 (1.1) 96.7 (3.8) 5.7 (1.3) 85.7 (8.2) 6.1 (1.3)
semifast 100 (0.0) 8.8 (1.6) 99.6 (1.3) 5.7 (1.3) 100 (0.3) 2.7 (1.1) 94.3 (4.8) 5.2 (1.2) 85.0 (8.4) 5.7 (1.3)
muod 100 (0.0) 8.8 (1.7) 99.6 (1.3) 5.7 (1.3) 100 (0.2) 2.7 (1.1) 94.5 (4.7) 5.2 (1.2) 85.2 (8.3) 5.7 (1.3)
fbplot 100 (0.3) 0.0 (0.0) 35.4 (11.9) 0.0 (0.0) 2.5 (3.4) 0.0 (0.0) 22.0 (9.4) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0)
outlgrm 0.0 (0.0) 4.7 (1.4) 6.9 (4.8) 3.3 (1.2) 90.4 (5.8) 1.0 (0.6) 77.7 (7.7) 2.0 (0.9) 93.4 (5.2) 1.8 (0.8)
msplot 99.9 (0.5) 2.9 (1.3) 100 (0.0) 2.9 (1.3) 100 (0.3) 1.4 (0.9) 100 (0.2) 3.0 (1.3) 99.9 (0.5) 2.9 (1.3)
fom 100 (0.0) 0.1 (0.2) 47.2 (19.4) 0.1 (0.2) 48.2 (16.3) 0.1 (0.2) 10.1 (7.2) 0.1 (0.2) 0.3 (1.1) 0.1 (0.2)
α = 0.15
fast 100 (0.0) 8.8 (1.7) 96.6 (4.3) 4.4 (1.2) 100 (0.2) 1.4 (0.7) 89.1 (6.6) 3.8 (1.1) 74.5 (8.6) 4.3 (1.3)
semifast 100 (0.1) 8.4 (1.7) 95.6 (4.5) 3.9 (1.2) 99.0 (1.7) 0.9 (0.6) 85.0 (7.3) 3.5 (1.0) 73.1 (9.0) 3.9 (1.1)
muod 100 (0.1) 8.4 (1.7) 95.7 (4.4) 3.9 (1.2) 99.2 (1.3) 0.9 (0.6) 85.0 (7.2) 3.5 (1.0) 73.3 (8.9) 3.9 (1.1)
fbplot 100 (0.2) 0.0 (0.0) 26.5 (9.2) 0.0 (0.0) 1.4 (2.1) 0.0 (0.0) 19.2(7.5) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.1) 0.0 (0.0)
outlgrm 0.0 (0.0) 4.9 (1.5) 5.5 (3.7) 2.9 (1.1) 56.2 (13.2) 0.4 (0.4) 70.7 (7.7) 1.0 (0.6) 86.4 (7.9) 0.8 (0.6)
msplot 99.9 (0.4) 2.5 (1.2) 100 (0.0) 2.5 (1.2) 99.8 (0.6) 1.2 (0.8) 100 (0.2) 2.5 (1.2) 99.8 (0.7) 2.3 (1.2)
fom 100 (0.0) 0.0 (0.1) 22.4 (15.7) 0.0 (0.1) 6.6 (6.0) 0.0 (0.1) 4.8 (4.4) 0.0 (0.1) 0.0 (0.3) 0.0 (0.1)
α = 0.2
fast 100 (0.3) 8.9 (1.8) 73.2 (13.4) 2.8 (1.1) 99.7 (0.8) 0.5 (0.5) 75.0 (8.5) 2.3 (0.9) 60.1 (8.3) 3.0 (1.1)
semifast 99.8 (0.8) 8.5 (1.7) 71.2 (13.4) 2.6 (1.0) 87.7 (8.4) 0.2 (0.3) 69.3 (8.5) 2.1 (0.8) 55.8 (8.4) 2.7 (1.0)
muod 99.9 (0.4) 8.6 (1.7) 71.5 (13.3) 2.6 (1.0) 88.8 (4.9) 0.2 (0.3) 69.4 (8.3) 2.1 (0.8) 55.8( 8.6) 2.7 (1)
fbplot 100 (0.3) 0.0 (0.0) 18.2 (7.9) 0.0 (0.0) 0.8 (1.4) 0.0 (0.0) 16.0 (6.3) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0)
outlgrm 0.0 (0.0) 4.6 (1.4) 5.0 (2.9) 2.5 (1.0) 6.2 (4.8) 0.1 (0.1) 56.2 (10.3) 0.3 (0.4) 60.2 (17.1) 0.2 (0.3)
msplot 99.9 (0.3) 2.1 (1.1) 100 (0.0) 2.0 (1.1) 99.2 (1.2) 1.0 (0.7) 100(0.3) 2.0 (1.1) 99.8 (0.6) 1.9 (1.2)
fom 100 (0.2) 0.0 (0.0) 4.1 (6.6) 0.0 (0.0) 0.6 (1.1) 0.0 (0.0) 1.4(1.9) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.1) 0.0 (0.0)
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Compared to MUOD, the two proposed improvements show at least similar or better out-
lier detection performance, despite being more scalable. Fast-MUOD has an improved correct
detection rate across all the models with slight increase in the false detection rate, while the
performance of Semifast-MUOD across all the models is similar to that of MUOD. When there
is no contamination, i.e., with α = 0, the false detection of all the MOUD-based methods are
higher than the other competing methods because of the boxplot used in determining cutoff of
the outliers. Since the MUOD indices are generally right skewed (even for the clean models, al-
beit with lower skeweness), the classical boxplot tends to identify the highest indices as extreme
observations. The MUOD-based methods generally pose a very good outlier detection rate score
across all the models. When the contamination rate is high (at 0.2), the detection accuracy of the
MUOD-based methods for Models 2, 4 and 5 (which all generate shape outliers) decreases while
the performance for Model 1 (which generate magnitude outliers) remains good. However, Fast-
MUOD is more robust to high contamination rate (because of the use of only the component-wise
median in computing the indices), and hence performs better than MUOD and Semifast-MUOD.
The three MUOD methods perform best on Model 3 with really high detection accuracy and low
false positive rates. MS-plot shows a very good performance across all the models with high detec-
tion accuracy and low false positive rates. MS-plot shows a superior performance than the MUOD
methods, especially when the contamination rate is high (except for Model 3 where Fast-MUOD
performs better). For the other competing methods, Functional boxplot performs well on Model 1
but performs poorly on the other models. This is expected as Functional boxplot targets mainly
magnitude outliers. The same is seen for Outliergram with good outlier detection performance
on models with shape outliers and poor performance on Model 1, which generates magnitude
outliers. However, the outlier detection accuracy of Outliergram reduces significantly when the
contamination rate is high, even for models with shape outliers. Functional outlier map performs
well only on Model 1 with magnitude outliers. However, the detection accuracy for other models
with challenging shape outliers is quite poor, and almost non-existent when the contamination
rate is high.
Overall, MS-plot shows a good well-balanced performance across all the models and con-
tamination rates, while Fast-MUOD shows a good performance but slightly suffers when the
contamination rate is high for shape outliers. MUOD and Semifast-MUOD are less resistant to
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high contamination rates than Fast-MUOD, especially on shape outliers. The other competing
methods only show a good performance on either models with shape outliers or models with mag-
nitude outliers, indicating the specialized nature of these methods in targeting a specific type
of outlier. More detailed results with contamination rate α ∈ {0, 0.5, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2}, sample size
n ∈ {100, 300, 1000}, and domain points d ∈ {10, 50, 100}, together with Semifast-MUOD using
25% of the sample can be found in the Simulation Results part of the Supplementary Material.
4.4 Computational Time
To test the running times of the algorithms, we generated data from Model 2 (in Subsection 4.2)
with the number of observations n ∈ {102, 3× 102, 103, 3× 103, 104, 3× 104, 105, 3× 105, 106}. To
generate the data, we set d = 100 and contamination rate α = 0.05. We then run each of the
competing methods on the simulated data (except for outliergram which we know from previous
tests to be slower than MUOD, see supplementary material of Azcorra et al. (2018) for details).
To get the running time of each method, we used the tictoc package in R (Izrailev 2014). For each
n (except for 106), we ran 20 iterations and took the median. For n = 106, we ran only a single
iteration because of the long time it takes to run all the methods on 106 observations. We believe
a single iteration is an acceptable estimate for such a big data since the computational time does
not vary much as the data gets bigger. For Semifast-MUOD, we set the sample proportion to 0.5,
so that half of the observations are used for computing the indices. The experiment was run on a
computer with a Core i9 8950HK processor (12 logical cores, up to 4.8GHz) with 32GB RAM.
Figure 5 shows the results of the running time of the different methods with log-log transformed
axes. For small data sets, Functional boxplot and Fast-MUOD are the fastest while other methods
also have pretty small running times. For large number of observations, Fast-MUOD takes less
than 10 seconds for a million observations while FOM and Functional boxplot, both require about
30 seconds for the same number of observations. MS-plot requires about 186 seconds while MUOD
and Semifast-MUOD require about 80,000 and 40,000 seconds respectively. It is interesting in the
plot that Fast-MUOD, Functional boxplot, MS-plot and FOM all seem to increase (in log time
taken) linearly while MUOD and Semifast-MUOD have an exponential increase (in log time).
Fast-MUOD provides a huge time performance gain over the original MUOD and Semifast-
MUOD despite its comparable or better outlier detection performance. Semifast-MUOD also
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provides some gains in running time over the original MUOD but not as much as Fast-MUOD
and its running time still increases with a factor dependent on n. All variants of MUOD for this
experiments were run using a single core. Since MUOD methods have parallel implementations,
more performance gains can be obtained by running in parallel with more than one core, especially
for MUOD and Semifast-MUOD.
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Figure 5: Plot of the median computational time of the different outlier detection methods in
log-log axes. Each simulation is done with d = 100 and α = 0.05. Legend: fast : Fast-MUOD,
semifast : Semifast-MUOD, muod : MUOD, fbplot : Functional Boxplot, msplot : Magnitude-Shape
Plot, fom: Functional Outlier Map.
5 Applications
5.1 Google+ data
We test our proposed methods on real data sets. The first is the same data set used by Azcorra
et al. (2018) and it is about the (now defunct) Google+ social media network. This data contains
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21 variables (listed in Table 2) on 3,939,458 users of the social media network. Even though this
data is not inherently a functional data, we have chosen to treat it as a functional data set by using
parallel coordinates representation (Wegman 1990). With parallel coordinates representation and
Table 2: Variable names of the Google+ data
Variable Description
NumActivities Total number of posts of a user
NumAttachments Total number of attachments included in the posts
made by the user
NumPlusOnes The total number of +1 the users posts have received
NumReplies The total number of replies the users posts have received
NumReshares The total number of reshares the users posts have been done
NumFriends The number of friends the user has
NumFollowers The number of followers the user has
NumFields Number of fields the user made public in the profile
PercentageBidirectional Percentage of friends which are following each other
AccountAge Number of days since first time we say the account active
(i.e., first post), measured from the data collection instant
accountRecency Number of days since last post, measured from
the data collection instant
gender The gender declared by the user
job The job declared by the user
numVideos The number of videos the user has published
numPhotos The number of photos the user has published
numAlbums The number of albums the user has
numArticles The number of articles the user has published
numHangouts Number of hangouts made by the user
numEvents Number of events the user participated in
numWithGeo Number of posts with geographical information
pageRank The topological pageRank value of the user considering
the whole network (unweighted)
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following Lo´pez-Pintado and Romo (2009), we then consider each user or observation as a real
function defined on some domain points, in this case the 21 features of the data set. This data is
of particular interest because of its size which makes it difficult to visualize and because identified
outliers could show interesting insights for the online social network (e.g., magnitude outliers are
likely to be users that are quite influential with more number of followers and activities on the
network than usual).
Table 3: Number of outliers found by MUOD, Fast-MUOD and Semifast-MUOD
Shape Amplitude Magnitude Total Unique Outliers
MUOD 517,728 22,902 482,488 632,728
Semifast-MUOD 517,426 22,941 482,234 632,420
Fast-MUOD 418,015 22,896 462,712 564,723
We apply MUOD, Semifast-MUOD (with 50% sample) and Fast-MUOD on this data and the
number of outliers found by each method is listed in Table 3. As seen in Table 3, the results
of MUOD and Semifast-MUOD are quite similar. Fast-MUOD also flagged a similar number of
amplitude and magnitude outliers with about 100,000 less shape outliers than those flagged by
MUOD. As regards the overlap in the outliers found by the three methods, only 40 amplitude
outliers flagged by Semifast-MUOD were not flagged by MUOD as amplitude outliers while all
the magnitude and shape outliers flagged by Semifast-MUOD were also flagged (as magnitude
and shape outliers respectively) by MUOD. All the shape outliers flagged by Fast-MUOD are also
flagged as such by MUOD while 1,907 magnitude outliers flagged by Fast-MUOD are not flagged by
MUOD as magnitude outliers. We observed the biggest difference in overlap of outliers discovered
by MUOD and Fast-MOUD in amplitude outliers with 12,328 amplitude outliers flagged by Fast-
MUOD not flagged by MUOD as amplitude outliers. This is not such an issue because (almost)
all the amplitude outliers flagged by these two methods are also flagged as magnitude and shape
outliers, and there is a good overlap between the magnitude and shape outliers flagged by both
methods (see Table 5 and Table 6). A summary of the overlap of outliers (between Fast-MUOD,
Semifast-MUOD and MUOD) is presented in Table 4.
Since an outlier can be classified as more than a single type (e.g., an outlier can both be a
magnitude and shape outlier), the total number of unique outliers (not considering the type of the
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Table 4: Number of outliers of each type flagged by Fast-MUOD and Semifast-MUOD but not by
MUOD
Shape Amplitude Magnitude Total Unique Outliers
MUOD - - - -
SemifastMUOD 0 40 0 0
Fast-MUOD 0 12,328 1,907 1,211
outliers) found by each method is also shown in Table 3. Fast-MUOD discovered less number of
outliers in total because of the less number of shape outliers flagged by Fast-MUOD. Tables 5 and
6 show the distribution of the types of outliers flagged by Fast-MUOD and MUOD. The bolded
values on the diagonals of these tables are the number of outliers of a single type. For instance,
MUOD found 150,240 outliers that are only shape outliers while all the amplitude outliers are
also outliers of other types. Similar distribution of the types of outliers is seen also in Table 6
for Fast-MUOD. All the amplitude outliers found by Fast-MUOD are also outliers of other types
with 102,011 pure shape outliers and 146,708 pure magnitude outliers.
Table 5: Distribution of the types of outliers found by MUOD
MUOD Shape Amplitude Magnitude
Shape 150,240 22,901 367,488
Amplitude 22,901 0 22,902
Magnitude 367,488 22,902 114,999
Table 6: Distribution of the types of outliers found by Fast-MUOD
Fas-tMUOD Shape Amplitude Magnitude
Shape 102,011 22,896 316,044
Amplitude 22,896 0 2,896
Magnitude 316,004 22,896 146,708
We extract the found (by Fast-MUOD and MUOD) outliers of different types from the data
and we find the component-wise median of each outlier type. We also find the component-wise
median for the typical observations (non-outliers). A plot of these medians in parallel coordinates
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are found in Figure 6. With the plot of only the component-wise medians of each type of outliers
in parallel coordinates, we get an idea of what a “typical” observation in each type of outliers
might look like.
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Figure 6: Component-wise median of each group of outliers flagged by Fast-MUOD and MUOD.
Legend: magnitude: pure magnitude outliers, shape: pure shape outliers, sha+mag: shape and
magnitude outliers, sha+mag+amp: magnitude, shape and amplitude outliers. There are no pure
amplitude outliers.
From Figure 6, the component-wise median of the pure magnitude outliers and the shape and
magnitude outliers (sha+mag) are generally shifted (especially in the first 10 features) from the
component-wise median of the typical observations. The component-wise median of pure shape
outliers are however not shifted compared to that of the typical observations but with subtle
differences in peaks in variables like number of NumFriends and AccountAge. The component-
wise median of outliers of the three types (sha+mag+amp) display the biggest difference both in
terms of shift and shape from the component-wise median of the typical observations. However,
the component-wise median for this set of outliers (sha+mag+ amp) detected by Fast MUOD is
more shifted and different than that of the ones flagged by MUOD. This is an indication that the
outliers flagged by Fast-MUOD is more shifted and outlying than those flagged by MUOD.
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5.2 Spanish Weather Data
We also test our proposed methods on the Spanish weather data. This data set, collected by the
“Agencia de Estatal de Meteorologia” (AEMET) of Spain, contains daily average temperature,
precipitation, and wind speed of 73 Spanish weather stations between the period 1980-2009. In
addition, geographical information about the location of these stations are recorded in the data.
This data set is available in the fda.usc (Febrero-Bande and Oviedo de la Fuente 2012) package
and it has been used extensively in functional data analysis literature. For this illustration, we
use the temperature and log precipitation data. Following the manner in Dai and Genton (2018),
we first smooth the data, then we run Fast-MUOD on the smoothed data and collate the different
types of outliers flagged for both temperature and log precipitation. The first column of Figure 7
shows the different outliers flagged while the second column shows the geographical locations of
the flagged outliers.
For temperature, seven weather stations on the southern Canary islands are flagged simulta-
neously as amplitude, shape and magnitude outliers because of the different prevailing weather
conditions on this archipelago compared to the other stations located in mainland Spain. Further-
more, two pure shape outliers are flagged, one located on the Canary islands and the other on the
southern tip of Spain, close to the Strait of Gilbratar. The temperature in these regions changes
more gradually over the year than in mainland Spain. Finally, a single magnitude outlier is flagged,
albeit a lower magnitude one. This weather station records lower temperatures all through the
year compared to the other stations because it is located at a very high altitude in the “Puerto
Navacerrada” mountain pass in the north of Madrid. This station has the highest altitude of all
the weather stations in mainland Spain and is known to experience cold temperatures.
For log precipitation, two groups of magnitude outliers are identified, with the first group (of
four stations) recording higher precipitation on the average. The second group of three stations
are located in the southern Canary islands where it is dryer on the average all through the year.
A group of pure amplitude outliers, containing 3 stations, is also flagged by Fast-MUOD. These
stations experience a more abrupt decline in precipitation during the summer months compared to
the more gradual decline in precipitation experienced in other stations located in Spain’s interior.
These three stations are located in the southern tip of Spain which is known to experience dry
summer months. Finally a cluster of pure shape outliers made up of two stations is flagged. The
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Figure 7: Curves flagged as outliers by Fast-MUOD. First Column: smoothed Temperature
curves (top), and smoothed Log Precipitation curves (bottom). Second Column: geolocations
of weather stations. Legend: curves flagged as magnitude, amplitude and shape outliers (all, in
orange), curves flagged as magnitude outliers only (mag, in blue), curves flagged as shape outliers
only (sha, in green), curves flagged as amplitude outliers only (amp, in purple), non-outlying
curves (normal, in gray).
curves of these two stations seem to vary more through the year. One of these station is located
in Barcelona, on the eastern coast of Spain which is known to be humid and rainy. The other
station is located in Zaragoza, with wet periods during the spring and autumn months.
For comparison, we run MUOD on the data set and compare the outliers flagged to those
flagged by Fast-MUOD. These results are shown in Figure 8. For temperature, seven stations (all
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located on the Canary islands) flagged by Fast-MUOD as magnitude, amplitude and shape outliers
are also flagged by MUOD, albeit only as shape outliers. Furthermore, both methods flagged a
weather station, also located on the Canary islands, as a shape outlier. However, MUOD did
not flag the obvious lower magnitude outlier (located in the mountains, north of Madrid) and an
additional shape outlier discovered by Fast-MUOD. The same trend is seen in the results for log
precipitation. MUOD did not discover some of the magnitude outliers flagged by Fast-MUOD
while on the other hand, it flagged more shape outliers than Fast-MUOD.
We compared the results of our method to those of MS-plot obtained by Dai and Genton (2018).
Even though MS-plot is for multivariate functional data visualization and outlier detection, we
chose it because it also handles univariate outlier detection quite well as shown by the results of
our simulation studies. In doing this comparison, we combined all the outliers of different types
flagged by Fast-MUOD and compared them to those flagged by MS-plot. Figure 9 shows the
results of both methods.
For temperature, Fast-MUOD and MS-plot both flag as outliers all the weather stations on the
Canary islands and the single station in the south tip of Spain by the Strait of Gilbratar. However,
only MS-plot flags the stations in the north of Spain as outliers, while only Fast-MUOD flags as
outlier the single lone station in Madrid where significantly lower temperaturs are recorded all
through the year. Likewise, for log precipitation, both methods flag as outliers the four stations
with significantly higher precipitation than the remaining stations. MS-plot flags as outliers all
the stations in the southern Canary islands as outliers while Fast-MUOD flags only some of
them, specifically those with the lowest precipitation for most part of the year. Only Fast-MUOD
flags as outliers the three stations in the southern tip of Spain where there is a sharper decline
in precipitation during the summer months because of its ability to detect amplitude outliers.
Furthermore, two additional stations in Barcelona and Zaragoza flagged by Fast-MUOD as shape
outliers were not flagged by MS-plot. Even though there is no ground truths as to which stations
are outliers or not in this dataset, both Fast-MUOD and MS-plot flagged reasonable outliers and
the classification of outliers into types by Fast-MUOD is an advantage since it is not necessary to
visualize the data to know why an observation is an outlier. This could be valuable in situations
where visualizing the data is difficult (e.g., in a very large dataset).
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Figure 8: Curves flagged as outliers by MUOD and Fast-MUOD. First row: smoothed Tempera-
ture outliers by Fast-MUOD (left), and MUOD (right). Second row: smoothed log Precipitation
outliers by Fast-MUOD (left), and MUOD (right). Legend: Curves flagged as magnitude, ampli-
tude and shape outliers (all, in orange), curves flagged as magnitude outliers only (mag, in blue),
curves flagged as shape outlier only (sha, in green), curves flagged as amplitude outliers only (amp,
in purple), non-outlying curves (normal, in grey).
6 Discussion
In this paper, we have proposed some improvements to the MUOD outlier detection method. These
improvement entails the use of a sample of the data to compute the indices for Semifast-MOUD,
or the use of the component-wise median only in the case of Fast-MUOD in order to improve the
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Figure 9: Curves flagged as outliers by Fast-MUOD and MS-plot. First column: smoothed Tem-
perature curves (top), and smoothed Log Precipitation curves (bottom). Second column: Geolo-
cations of weather stations. Color code: Curves flagged as outliers by Fast-MUOD and MS-plot
(green), curves flagged as outliers by MS-plot only (orange), curves flagged as outliers by Fast-
MUOD only (blue).
scalability and outlier detection performance of the algorithm. In separating the outlier indices
from the indices of the typical observations, we have proposed the use of a classical boxplot. One
of the advantages of these methods is that they are based on simple statistical concepts which
makes them less computationally intensive and easy to understand. Different types of outliers
are identified and classified directly giving an intuition as to why a curve is flagged as an outlier
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without the need for visualization or manual inspection. This is valuable in cases where manual
inspection or visualizing the data is difficult.
Using both simulated and real data, we have shown the benefits of these improvements in that
they improve scalability of MUOD without compromising the accuracy. Fast-MUOD even per-
forms better in correctly detecting potential outliers at higher contamination rates. Furthermore,
comparisons to existing univariate functional outlier detection tools shows comparable or superior
results in correctly identifying potential outliers of different types (except for MS-plot which is
superior in detecting shape outliers at higher contamination rates). Implementation is done in R
and code is made available for use (in the supplementary material).
Possible further improvements could be to explore more cutoff procedures for the indices in
order to reduce the false positive rate of the MUOD methods, especially for clean data. Further-
more, we will explore some desirable theoretical properties of the MUOD indices as done in Dai and
Genton (2019). Novel applications of these methods on different data sets from various fields and
extension to multivariate functional outlier detection are also possible next line of investigation.
Supplementary Materials
Simulation Results: (MUOD Supplement.pdf) Tables of results of all the simulations carried
out. The sample size n ∈ {100, 300, 1000}, with the evaluation points (dimension) d ∈
{10, 50, 100}. The contamination rate α ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2}. (PDF file)
R-code: (MUOD Code.zip) The R-code for MUOD, including the proposed Fast-MUOD and
Semifast-MUOD variants, together with the codes for replicating the figures in this paper.
(R scripts)
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